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Abstract 
Our main interest in this paper is to investigate how we can combine different systems and 
languages via a shared tuple space. The languages themselves can be for example standard im- 
perative languages. Hence we study a framework, in which we can have both the possibility 
for communication via a shared tuple space, and more standard imperative programming con- 
structs. The ImpUNITY framework is an extension of the UNITY framework. It contains several 
program structuring mechanisms and puts special emphasis on compositional refinement of both 
specifications and programs. It has an associated temporal logic, formal refinement nwtions, and 
program transformation rules. In this paper we extend this framework further: we show how 
coordination in the form of a shared tuple space between communicating ImpUNITY programs 
is modelled and used during formal program specification and refinement. We exemplify our 
formalism by a larger case study on a phone system where communication in the system is 
partly taken care of via a tuple space. Additionally, we bring structure in the tuple space and 
the state spaces of the local programs, by allowing parts of them to be hidden and making it 
possible to restrict the access rights of diffcrcnt components to the tuple space. @ 1998 Elsevier 
Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
Keywor& Coordination languages; Program specifications; Refinement calculus; Program 
transformations; Umty 
1. Introduction 
Coordination mechanisms play an important role in computer science, and have 
become a popular research topic. For a good overview of the work in this area consult 
the book on coordination programming [l] or the proceedings of the Coordination 
(Languages and Models) conference [9]. 
Several examples of action-based coordination languages have been presented in 
the literature. The shared data space language Swarm [lo] is based on UNITY [5]. 
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There are, however, some differences: a Swarm program is based on a dynamic set 
of nondeterministic transaction statements. The ensures relation and the fixed point 
property have been reformulated, but most of the UNITY theory can be directly applied 
to the Swarm-logic. The so-called synchrony relation allows transactions to be added 
and deleted from the transaction space during an execution allowing a dynamic set of 
statements. In contrast to UNITY the Swarm programs terminate when the transaction 
space is empty. The Gamma language [3,4] is based on a multiset of actions that work 
on a shared tuple space. Computations are expressed without imposing any constraints 
on the mode of execution. A method to coordinate Gamma programs via the so- 
called schedulers is put forward by Chaudron and de Jong [7] together with a notion 
of refinement for the schedulers [6]. Gamma has associated compositional semantics 
based on transition traces [8] as well as one based on bisimulation [14]. Moreover, 
Hankin et al. [ 121 derive a number of refinement rules for Gamma programs. Both 
Swarm and Gamma concentrate on the interaction with a shared tuple space as the 
main communication medium. 
Our main interest in this paper is to investigate how we can combine different 
systems and languages via a shared tuple space. The languages themselves can be for 
example standard imperative languages. Hence we study a framework, in which we 
can have both the possibility for communication via a shared tuple space, and more 
standard imperative programming constructs. Additionally we want to bring structure 
in the tuple space and the state spaces of the local programs, by allowing parts of them 
to be hidden and making it possible to restrict the access rights of different components 
to the tuple space. 
We discuss how the ImpUNITY-framework can be used for this purpose. The 
ImpUNITY-framework was introduced by Udink and Kok [ 16, 151. It is an exten- 
sion of the UNITY-framework of Chandy and Misra [5] with the emphasis on formal 
refinement notions between programs and a collection of program structuring mecha- 
nisms. Moreover, the ImpUNITY framework supports compositional refinement of both 
specifications and programs. In this paper we extend this framework further and show 
how communication via shared tuple space is treated when specifying and deriving 
programs within this framework. Compared to our previous work on coordination in 
the ImpUNITY framework [ 1 l] we give here a more formal treatment of the semantical 
aspects of bringing a tuple space communication into the framework. We also adapt 
the program refinement notions accordingly. 
We show the practical applicability of our framework by deriving a specification for 
a phone system in a stepwise manner starting from a specification that gives properties 
for a shared tupie space and ending up with a network of programs describing the 
behavior of the individual phones. The communication in the resulting system is partly 
organized via a shared tuple space. 
The overview of the rest of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we discuss 
the ImpUNITY Programming Language and its extension to coordination. We show 
that the extension can be done with minor modifications to the language. Then in 
Section 3 we introduce the ImpUNITY logic. The logic can be used as such within the 
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extended language. In Section 4 the different refinement notions between ImpUNITY 
specifications and programs are discussed. We also give some examples of program 
transformation rules. Then in Section 5 we give the case study on the phone system. 
We end in Section 6 with some concluding remarks. 
2. The ImpUNITY programming language 
In this section we discuss the ImpUNITY programming language. ImpUNITY can 
be seen as a mixture between UNITY and the language of the action system formalism. 
It has an associated temporal logic similar to the logic of UNITY [5] and it has formal 
refinement notions and the structuring mechanisms (procedures, local variables) of the 
action system formalism [2]. 
Statements in an ImpUNITY program are statements in an extended language of 
guarded commands [ 161. In addition to the above mentioned features, like with action 
systems, we allow statements to be nondeterministic. In this paper we use the follow- 
ing syntax: a statement is the nondeterministic choice between a number of guarded 
statements. Each guarded statement consists of a guard that is a boolean expression, 
and a possibly nondeterministic “basic” statement. The basic statements are either a 
procedure call or a skip statement or a (multiple) assignment statement or the nonde- 
terministic choice between two basic statements or the sequential composition of two 
basic statements. Formally, the syntax is defined as follows: 
Stat :I= BStat / Guard -+ BStat 1 ( 0 i : condition : Guardi --+ BStat,) 
BStat ::= ProcCall 1 skip 1 v := e 1 BStat 0 BStat I BStat; BStat 
The semantics of statements is standard, except for that in the case that a statement is 
of the form Guard + BStat or (0 i : condition : Guardi + BStati), then if none of the 
guards evaluates to true, the execution of the statement is equivalent to the execution 
of a skip statement. 
Furthermore, we define a standard refinement ordering on statements as follows. Let 
Stat and Stat’ be two statements. We say that the statement Stat is refined by the 
statement Stat’ provided that whenever {p}Stat{q} holds then also {p}Stat’{q} holds 
for any predicates p,q over the state space. A refinement of a statement Stat is thus any 
statement Stat’ that satisfies the same pre-postcondition specification as Stat. Statement 
Stat’ can, however, be less nondeterministic than the statement Stat. The statements 
Stat and Stat’ are said to be refinement equivalent whenever Stat refines Stat’ and Stat’ 
refines Stat. 
As an example of an ImpUNITY program, consider the program Buf given in Fig. 1. 
This program models a buffer that communicates with its environment by a procedure 
interface. An environment is also an ImpUNITY program. Messages are put in the 
buffer by calling the procedure Pushin and the buffer outputs messages by calling the 
procedure jlushout. The hide-section of Buj’ specifies that variable b cannot be read 
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Program Buf 
hide locul( b) 
import pm jZushout(Int) 
export pm ~ushm(u : ,int) = (b := b *[a]) 
init b = [ ] 
assign b # [ ] + jhshmt(hd( b)); b := t2( b) 
end {Buf} 
Fig. I. Buffer. 
and cannot be written by an environment. The statement in the assign-section of Buf 
takes care of the output of the messages in b. 
Formally, an ImpUNITY program consists of the following sections: 
_ The hide-section, specifying constraints on the environment of a program. Variables 
can be specified local, that is, an environment is not allowed to read or to write 
these variables. 
_ The import-section, containing declarations of procedures that are imported by the 
program. This set of imported procedures is denoted by import(F), and the defini- 
tions of these procedures must be provided by an environment. 
_ The export-section, defining procedures that are exported by the program. This set 
of procedure definitions is denoted by export(F). 
~ The initially-section, containing a predicate that specifies the possible initial states 
of the program. This predicate is denoted by init( There should exist at least one 
state that satisfies init( 
_ The assign-section, containing a set of statements that may contain calls to proce- 
dures in the import-section and the export-section. The set of statements is denoted 
by assign(F), statements are separated by the symbol 0. 
The execution model of ImpUNITY is the UNITY execution model: statements in the 
assign-section are executed in a random order and there is a weak fairness assumption. 
This fairness assumption amounts to the following. Every statement should be executed 
infinitely often. The execution of a statement checks whether one or more of the guards 
evaluate to true. One of basic statements belonging the “true” guards is chosen, and 
executed. If none of the guards evaluates to true, then execution of the statement is 
equivalent to the execution of a skip-statement. 
Let us now discuss how the ImpUNITY framework can deal with a form of coor- 
dination. 
The first observation is that the ImpUNITY framework is rather abstract. Hence it 
is not too difficult to extend it with a form of coordination, that is, to extend the 
state space with a tuple space. The states describe then the values of variables and the 
contents of a shared tuple space. 
We use special statements to manipulate the tuple space. In this paper we use state- 
ments that add and remove tuples, and that can check for the presence of tuples in the 
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tuple space. First assume that we have expressions that, upon evaluation in a certain 
state, yield tuples. These expressions can contain labels and also variables. A label is 
just a string of characters, and can serve for example as an identifier for the tuple. 
Let .y denote a tuple space. The statement add(Texp,9-) evaluates the expression 
Texp, which yields as a result a tuple t that is added into the tuple space r and sim- 
ilarly remove( Texp, .Y) removes a tuple from .y. If the tuple is not present, then the 
execution of the remove-statement is equivalent to the execution of a skip-statement. 
Furthermore, Texp E .Y is true when the tuple t resulting from the evaluation of Texp 
is present in the tuple space. Hence we extend the class of basic statement as follows: 
BStat ::= . . ) udd( Texp, Y) 1 remove( Texp, Y) 
We will subsequently leave out the name of the tuple space when referring to it. It is, 
however, possible to have several distinct tuple spaces shared by ImpUNITY programs 
and then the naming becomes necessary. 
For a typical coordination language we would assume that all the variables are local. 
The access to the tuple space is similarly restricted by declaring it appropriately. When 
local, add-only(Y) and remoue_only(9-) are in the hide-section, then this restricts 
the access of the environment to the tuples in the tuple space 9. When y is declared 
local by local( then the environment cannot read, add nor remove tuples from r. 
In case we want to restrict the environment to only adding or removing certain tuples 
to or from ,y, then we add add-only(Y) or remove-only(Y), respectively, into the 
hide-section. 
A program can be combined with an environment (i.e. another program) through the 
union operator. However, not all programs can be put together by the union operator. 
We need to take into account the restrictions caused by the hide-section of both the 
program and the environment. If two ImpUNITY programs F and G satisfy these 
restrictions, then we can define their union F 0 G. The two assign sections are then put 
together such that assign(F 0 )G dGf (assign(F) U assign(G)). The other sections of the 
program follow directly. 
Let us look at the tuple space of a union of two programs more closely. Let r be 
the tuple space shared by the two ImpUNITY programs F and G. Then the idea is 
that the declarations in the two component programs partition the tuple space into local 
parts r, and yo of the two programs so that y = ye U 9~. The two programs can 
refer to the shared tuple space without making any distinction on where the tuple space 
is located, but respecting the access constraints declared in the respective programs. 
The programs can also access separate tuple spaces using the naming convention. 
3. The ImpUNITY-logic 
The ImpUNITY-logic is a UNITY-like logic. The logic is based on the UNITY- 
properties and takes the possible interaction of an environment into account. We first 
give a brief overview of the properties in the UNITY-logic. Then we show why this 
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logic is not sufficiently powerful to reason about ImpUNITY programs in a composi- 
tional manner. Thereafter we define a new UNITY-property, internal leadsto, that allows 
us to reason about the leadsto properties of a program in any environment. Finally, 
based on this we introduce the ImpUNITY-logic as an extension of the UNITY-logic 
and give the needed compositionality properties of ImpUNITY-programs. To distin- 
guish properties in the ImpUNITY-logic from the other properties, the new properties 
are subscripted by *, while properties in the standard UNITY-logic of Chandy and 
Misra are subscripted by CM throughout this paper. 
For our purposes, we can view a standard UNITY program as a special case of 
an ImpUNITY program in which there is only an assign-section. Hence there are no 
imported nor exported procedures, and there are no restrictions on the environment. 
The logic of UNITY is based on properties of programs. They are defined as follows 
(quantifications are over all statements in the assign-section of the program, p and q 
are predicates over the state space): 
invariant~~ p = (Wut : { p}Stat{ p}) 
p unlesscM q = @Stat : {p A 7q}Stut{ p V q}) 
p enszwesCM q = p unlessc,bfq A (3Stut : {p A 7q}Stut{q}) 
The leadsto property -CM is defined as the smallest property that satisfies the following 
three requirements: 
(vi : pi -CM q+3i : p; HCM 4) 
The first step on the way to the ImpUNITY-logic is to see how we can approximate 
a call to an imported procedure. We want to find a statement such that a call to an 
imported procedure can be replaced by this statement. This would give us a way to 
calculate standard UNITY properties of a program; we substitute this statement for each 
call to an imported procedure and treat the resulting program as a standard UNITY 
program. 
An imported procedure of the program is defined as an exported procedure in an en- 
vironment. The body of an exported procedure of the environment can do two things: it 
can execute statements, and these are restricted by the hide-section of the program, and 
it can call exported procedures of the program. Formally, the (maximal) interference 
of a program F is defined by 
inter(F) def (external(F) 0 upprox(export(F)))*, 
where external(F) is the non-deterministic choice between all statements that are al- 
lowed by the hide-section and upprox(export(F)) is an approximation of all possible 
calls to procedures in export(F) obtained by the nondeterministic choice 0 between 
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all procedure bodies in which possible values for the formal parameters are substituted. 
The star * denotes the nondeterministic choice between all finite iterations (sequential 
composition) of the statement. Note that inter(F) is a statement. For example, for our 
program in Fig. 1 we have 
inter(F) = skip OS 0 (S; S) 0 (S; S; S) 0 . 
where S = (read_only( b) 0 ( 0 a : a lint : b:= b ++[a])). Here read-only(b) denotes 
the statement that is the nondeterministic choice between all statements that do not 
change the value of the variable 6. Now we can calculate UNITY properties of an 
ImpUNITY-program; we substitute external(F) for each call to an imported procedure 
and treat the resulting program as a standard UNITY program. In this way it makes 
sense to prove the standard UNITY property (b = [ 1) unless j&e for the ImpUNITY 
program Buf of Fig. 1. 
We use these standard UNITY properties of ImpUNITY programs in the definition 
of the properties in the ImpUNITY logic. 
The next step in defining the ImpUNITY logic is the introduction of the internal 
leadsto property -DCM. The main motivation for the introduction of this property is 
that we want to have a property that satisfies 
p +c,+,q in FAp unlesscM q in G+p+c~ q in FIG 
In UNITY the ensuresC~ property satisfies this requirement, but HCM does not satisfy 
it. Programs in ImpUNITY have more structure (in fact, parts of the program are not 
visible to an environment), and we can find a property between ensuresCM and ++CM 
that satisfies this requirement. 
Let us first sketch the problems with the -CM property. Assume p ++CM q in F and 
p unlesscM q in G. We can have an intermediate predicate p’ such that P++CM p’ in F 
and p’ -CM q in F. Now p unlesscM q in G guarantees nothing about what the 
environment G is going to do in p’. It might for example go back to p, and we will 
not have p HCM q in F 0 G. We can find a similar problem for the disjunctive closure 
of the HCM definition. 
We want to have a three step definition scheme as for the HCM property (basis is 
ensures, transitive closure, and disjunctive closure), but by putting extra restrictions we 
keep the compositionality. When we 
rule for unless 
p un/esscM r V 4, r .&e.rsCM q 
pV r unlesscM q 
look in the UNITY book we find the following 
The idea is to use this rule for the transitive closure. We assume pV r unlesscM q 
about the environment. What we need to know is that both p unlesscM r V q and 
r unlesscM q hold in the environment. That we know that p V r unlesscM q holds for 
the environment is not sufficient. Therefore we need to find an extra condition on the 
environment. This can be done by putting a restriction on inter(F). 
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For the disjunctive closure we do not need to change the rule, but we do need a 
side condition on inter(F). This results in the following definition. 
Definition 1. The property -DCM is the smallest relation Prop that satisfies the fol- 
lowing conditions: 
(i) If p ensuresCM q in F, then p Prop q in F. 
(ii) If p Prop(r V q) in F, r Prop q in F, and {r A Tq}inter(F){Tp V r V q}, 
then pV r Prop q in F. 
(iii) If for any set W (VKJ : w E W : pw Prop q in F), and 
(bb : IYE W: {pwA~q}inter(F){(\Ji : iE W : -~p~)vp,vq}), 
then (SW : w E W : pw) Prop q in F. 
Let us look more closely at the side conditions. There are two conditions in this 
definition. Both require something of inter(F), and their intention is that we restrict the 
environment in such a way that we are able to prove p unless&rVq) and r unless=M q
of the environment for item 2, and for all i, pi unless=M q of the environment for 
item 3. 
For the transitive closure, assume that {r A Tq}inter(F){lp V r V q}. Now we can 
prove the two unless properties (p unlesscM rVq and r unlesscM q) of the environment. 
(i) The property punZe.sscM r V q is implied by {p A yr A Tq}inter(F){p V r V q}. 
This is implied by the property p V r unlem-M q of the environment. 
(ii) We prove r unless~~ q. We have the assumption about the environment {r A lq} 
inter(F){lpVrVq} and the property pVr unZesscM q (i.e. {rATq}inter(F){pV 
r v q} of the environment). Together (by taking the conjunction of the pre- and 
postconditions) they yield {r A yq}inter(F){r V q}, i.e. r unlesscM q. 
Next we consider the third part of the definition: the disjunctive closure. Assume 
about the environment (3 :: pi)unZesscM q. We need for the environment for all i, 
pi unlesscM q, and hence it is sufficient to have {pi A Tq}inter(F){p; V q}. 
We know ((3 :: pi) A -q}inter(F){(S:: pi) V q}. If we make the extra assumption 
{pi A lq}inter(F){ (vi :: -pi) V pi V q} then together (by taking conjunctions of pre- 
and postconditions) this yields for all i, {pi A Tq}inter(F){ p, V q} i.e. pi unles.scM q 
for all i. This ends the discussion on the internal leadsto property. 
Next we introduce the ImpUNITY properties. The basic idea is simple: we use 
information contained in inter(F) about the environment and invariants of the program 
to derive more properties. 
Definition 2. For ImpUNITY program F, properties of F are defined by 
linvariant, r in F kf {r}inter(F){r} A invariant~~ r in F, 
p unless, q in F dAf (3r : linvariant, r in F : (p A r) unlesscM qin F), 
p ensures, q in F d&f (3 : linvariant, r in F : (p A r) ensuresCM q in F), 
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p H* qinF dAf (3r : linvariant, r inF : (p A r) -‘CM gin F), 
p+,qinF dg (3r : linvariant, r in F : (p A r) -DCM q in F), 
The properties defined above are UNITY-like properties in the sense that they can be 
used in a similar way as the standard UNITY properties. All theorems derived in [5] for 
properties of a single program also hold for the ImpUNITY properties. Furthermore, 
the theorems derived for the ensuresCM property also hold for the I>CM and -D* 
properties. And then, the following substitution theorem holds. 
Theorem 3. Let F be an ImpUNITY program and let r be a predicate such that 
linvariant, r in F. If for predicates p, p’, q and q’ both r + (p = p’) and r + (q = q’) 
hold, then 
p unless, q in F = p’ unless* q’ in F, 
p ensures, q in F = p’ ensurest q’ in F, 
p ++* qinF = p’ ++* q’inF, 
p+*qinF = p’+,q’inF. 
The proof of this theorem can be found in [15]. 
The compositionality of the properties is expressed by the following lemma. 
Lemma 4. Let F and H be ImpUNITY programs. Then we have 
punless, qinF[ H X= p unless+ q in F A p unlesscM q in H, 
p ensures, q in F 0 H + p ensures, q in F A p unlesscM q in H, 
p+, qinF[H + P-B* qinFApunlesscM qinH. 
p unless, q in F 0 H + p unless, q in F A p unlessS q in H, 
p ensures* q in F 0 H + p ensures, q in F A p unless, q in H, 
p+* qinF[H G p-u, qinF A punless* qinH. 
Proof. We only prove the first three items of the lemma. The other three are similar. 
(i) By definition: 
p unlessl, q in F + 
(3 : linvariant, r in F : (p A r) unless,-M q in F) 
Pick such an r. The linvariant, r property says something about inter(F), and 
hence about an environment H and about F 0 H when F 0 H is defined: 
linvariant, r in F A F 0 H is dehned + 
linvariant, r in F 0 H A linvariant, r in H 
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We can combine the assumption p unlesscM gin H with Iinvariant, rinH: 
p unlesscM q in H A Iinvariant, r in H + 
(pAr) unlesscM qinH 
Then we can use the two unless properties of the respective programs to derive 
an unless property of F 0 H: 
(pAr) unlessc- qinFA(pAr) unles.scM qinH+ 
(pAr) unlesscM qinF 0 H 
Now we can derive the desired unless property: 
(p A r) unles.scM q in F 0 H A linvariant, r in F 0 H + 
p unless, q in F 0 H 
(ii) By definition: 
p ensures, q in F + 
(3r : linvariant, r in F : (p A r) ensuresCM q in F) 
Pick such an r. The linvariant, r property says something about inter(F), and 
hence about an environment H and about F 1 H when F [I H is defined: 
linvariant, r in F A F 0 H is de$ned 3 
linvariant, r in H A linvariant, r in F 0 H 
Again, we can derive an unless property of H: 
p unlesscM q in H A linvariant, r in H + 
p A r unlesscM q in H 
Combining this with the assumption gives an ensures property of F 0 H: 
(pAr) ef%suresCM qinFA(pAr) unles.scM qinH + 
(p A r) ensureseM qinF 0 H 
Now we have the desired ensures property: 
(p A r) ensuresCM q in F 0 H A linvariant, r in F 0 H + 
p ensures* q in F 0 H 
(iii) By definition: 
P-D* qinF+ 
(3 : linvariant, r inF : (p A r) +CMqin F) 
Pick such an r. The property -OCM is constructed such that 
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(pAr) -DCM qinFA(pAr) unle.sscM qinH+ 
(pAr)+cM qinF[lH 
Therefore, if we have (p A r) unlesscM q in H, then we have 
(pnr)+CMqinF[H+ 
(pAr)+, qinF[H 
The property (p A r) unlesscM gin H follows from linvariant, r in H and the 
assumption p unlesscM q in H. 0 
4. Program refinement 
The main idea behind the ImpUNITY approach is that we want to have a framework 
that supports the compositional refinement of both specifications and programs. The 
framework is shown in Fig. 2. 
First, a system is specified using the assumption that the program is a closed system 
(no interference from an environment). Then there are two ways to refine the specifi- 
cation. A specification can be refined using the standard UNITY theorems. Moreover, 
a specification can be split into specifications of components using the compositional 
ImpUNITY properties. A specification of a component can again be refined using the 
standard UNITY theorems. As soon as a specification is specific enough, an ImpUNITY 
program is developed that satisfies the specification. This can be done independently for 
each component in the specification. Then, a program is transformed using refinement 
on the program level. The ImpUNITY framework has two notions of program refine- 
ment: observable refinement and a compositional notion of refinement. The observable 
notion of refinement is the natural notion of program refinement for programs that 
run in isolation. It expresses that all observable properties of a program are preserved, 
i.e. an ImpUNITY program F is refined by an ImpUNITY program G if G satisfies 
every specification that is also satisfied by F. This notion of program refinement is not 
compositional. The second notion of program refinement is compositional and says that 
an ImpUNITY program F is refined by an ImpUNITY program G if G [I H satisfies 
every specification that is also satisfied by F 0 H for every environment H. For this 
notion of program refinement we give a number of program transformation rules. 
Specifications 
Programs 
Fig. 2. Program design 
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Next we introduce the two notions of program refinement. Observational program 
refinement is based on observable properties, properties that do not refer to hidden 
variables. For coordination languages in which all variables are hidden this implies 
that the observational properties are only about the shared tuple-space. 
Definition 5. For ImpUNITY program F and predicates p and q, observable properties 
of F are properties of F’ 
p unlessOhS q in F def punless, qin F’, 
p ensure&,& q in F def p ensures, q in F’, 
pHobs qinF 
def 
= p+++ qinF’, 
where F’ is a program that is similar to F except that variables in hide(F) that are 
declared local, and all names of local tuple spaces are renamed such that they do not 
appear in p and q. In the calculation of these properties we assume inter(F’) = skip. 
Observable refinement is refinement of full programs. A full program is a program 
that can run in isolation, i.e. a program with an empty import-section. Observable 
refinement is defined as preservation of observable properties of a full program. 
Definition 6. For full ImpUNITY programs F and G, G is an observable refinement 
of F, denoted by F 50 G, if for all predicates p and q, 
p unless,,bS q in F * p Unk%Sob~ q in G, 
p H&s q in F + p HObS q in G. 
The compositional notion of program refinement is defined as observable refinement 
of programs in any environment. We can make this compositional notion of program 
refinement more general as follows. We can use a more general form of program union 
that allows local variables and names of local tuple spaces of the components to be 
renamed before programs are composed. Note that this definition of program union 
is only unique up to local renaming. Since observable program refinement concerns 
full programs, it is only interesting to examine environments for which the union re- 
sults in a full program, that is a program in which there is no need for the import 
of procedures. Then, we define refinement F c G of ImpUNITY programs F and 
G as observable refinement in any environment for which the union leads to a full 
program. 
For practical program refinement it is useful to have a collection of program trans- 
formation rules available. We give next some examples of such rules for ImpUNITY 
programs. 
Statements that behave similarly, but differ only in their guards can be combined 
into one statement that is enabled if one of its components is enabled. 
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transformation 1 (Combine statements). Let F and G be ImpUNITY programs that 
only differ in their assign-sections. Let U=(pi 4 BStat / i EI} be a subset of assign(F), 
and let statement T def (3 : i E I : p,) -+ BStat. If 
assign(G) = assign(F)\U u {T}, 
then F C G. 
Under certain conditions we are allowed to strengthen the guard of a statement. 
Here, we denote by F \ Stat the program F from which statement Stat is removed 
from the assign-section. 
transformation 2 (Strengthening guard). Let F he an ImpUNZTY program and 
let Stat = (p+ BStat) be a statement such that Stat assign. Let G be the 
ImpUNITY program that only differs from F in the assign-section und 
assign(G) = assign(F)\{Stut} U {Stat’}, 
where Stat’ = (p A q --t BStat). If 
- {q A p}inter(F){q V -P}, 
- q unlesscMTp in(F\Stut), and 
- p+CMTpVqinG, 
then F C G. 
The third transformation rule concerns the splitting of a statement. 
transformation 3 (Split statement). Let F be an ImpUNITY program and let Stat 
= (p + BStat) be a statement such that S E assign(F). Let {qi 1 i E I} be a set of 
predicates and let G be the ImpUNITY program that only difSers from F in the 
assign-section and 
assign(G) = assign(F)\{Stat) u (St&Ii E Z}, 
where Stati = (p A qi + BStat) for i E I. Zf 
- p * (3 1 i E I : qi), 
- {p A qi}inter(F){lp V qi}, for all i E Z, and 
- qi unless,-,tTp in (G\Stat,), for all i E I, 
then F C G. 
In the following rule we assume that we have a choice operator 0 also available 
for statements (and not just for basic statements). Informally, such a union is obtained 
by taking the union of all basic statements that are present. 
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transformation 4 (Add a statement). Let F and G be ImpUNITYprograms that only 
direr in their assign-sections, and let Stat’ be a statement. If 
- ( 0 Stat : Stat E assign(F) : Stat) 0 skip <Stat’, and 
~ assign(G) = assign(F) U {Stat’}, 
then F C G. 
For an overview of the ImpUNITY rules, including the more powerful rules of 
data refinement, consult [15]. The proofs of the transformation rules can also be found 
there. 
5. Phone system 
In this section we derive a specification of a phone system via a number of re- 
finement steps. We start from the following initial specification, consisting of a non- 
interference condition and two unlesscM properties. The predicate connection{i,j} is 
true when (connection, {i,j}) is present in the tuple space r-, and no_connectioni is 
true when (no_connection,i) is present in the tuple space y. 
Assume that there is no interference, i.e. that 
inter(Phone) = skip 
For all i = l,...,n 
no_connection, unlesscM(3j : j # i : connection{,,j)) in Phone 
For all i,j = 1,. . .,n, i # j, 
connection{i,j} unlesscM no-connectioni A no-connectionj in Phone 
Let us now refine this specification to a program based on the finite state diagrams in 
Fig. 3. These represent the distributed state space of the phone system with its possible 
transitions. There are n phones, called phonei for i = 1,. . . , n. Every phone has 3 + 3n 
states, namely 1,2,3 and 4j, 5j, 6j (j = 1,. . . ,n). The possible actions are as indicated 
in the diagram, with the following conventions. (in the diagram we have given names 
to most of the actions, but these names do not play a role in the rest of the paper.) 
(i) Transitions from a supemode represent transitions from each of its member nodes. 
(ii) Solid transitions in the diagram for phone; result from the initiative of the user 
of phonei. 
(iii) Dotted transitions in the diagram for phonei result from the initiative of the user 
of phonej, and are synchronized with solid transitions in the diagram for phonej. 
Here the intention is that 
(i) j.calli : 1 -+ 6j in phonei is synchronized with calli : 2 + 4i in phonei 
(ii) j.break : 4j, 5j,6j + 3 in phonei is synchronized with break : 4,, 5i,6i -+ 1 in 
phonej 
(iii) j.answer : 4j --f 5, in phonei is synchronized with answer : 6i + 5i in phone,. 
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i = l,...,n 
Fig. 3. The finite state diagrams of the phone system. 
Let us first attach boolean variables to the states of phonei (for example 
true when phonei is in state 1). 
1 idlei 
2 reudy_to_calli 
3 disconnected, 
4, Calli?lg,j 
5j speakingV 
6j calledij 
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idlei is 
Then we refine (using the standard UNITY theorems with the new ImpUNITY proper- 
ties included) the first specification to a second specification, consisting of the following 
properties 
invariantcM connection{i,j} = (callingij V speakingii V calledij) in Phone 
invarian& no-connection; = (idlei V ready_to_call, V disconnected;)in Phone 
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Fori,j=l,..., n, i#j 
idlei unless, ready_to_calli V (3j : j # i : calledij A callinqji) in Phone 
ready_to_calli i>* disconnectedi V idlei V (3j :: calledji A callinqij) in Phone 
Callinqij unless, 
(speaking, A speakingji)v 
(idlei A disconnected,) V (idlej A disconnectedi) 
in Phone 
speakingij unless, (idlei A disconnectedj) V (idlej A disconnected,) in Phone 
calledij i>* 
(speakingij A speaking,, )V 
(idle: A disconnected,) V (idle, A disconnectedi) 
in Phone 
disconnectedi +, idlei in Phone 
Next, our goal is to derive n ImpUNITY programs, one per each phone in the system. 
Let us therefore distribute the previous properties over the phones. The phones will have 
properties as above, but we make each phone separately responsible for the progress 
properties +*. Let now Phone = Phone, 0 . . . 0 Phone,,, where each Phonek has the 
following properties. 
ready_to_callk --D* disconnectedk V idlek V (3j :: called,k A callingkj) in Phonek 
disconnectedk +, idlek in PhOnek 
For i,j = l,..., n, i # j 
idle, unless, ready_to_calli V (3j :: calledij A callinqji) in Phonek 
callingu unless* 
(speakingij A speakingji)v 
(idlei A disconnected,) V (idlej A disconnectedi) 
in Phonek 
speakinqij unless, (idlei A disconnectedj) V (idlej A disconnected,) in Phonek 
For i = l,...,n, i # k 
ready-to-call, unless, disconnectedi V idle, V (3j :: called,i A callinqij) in 
Phonek disconnectedi unless, idle, in Phonek 
Forj=l,...,n, jfk 
calledkj +* 
(speakingkj A speaking,k)V 
(idlek A d. 
tsconnectedj) V (idle, A disconnectedk ) > 
in Phonek 
For i,j = l,..., n,i#jandk#i 
calledij unless, 
(speaking,j A speakingji)V 
(idlei A disconnectedj) V (idlej A disconnectedi) > 
in Phonek 
Program Phone, 
hide local( { idlei, ready_to_calli, disconnectedi}U 
{calling,j, speakingu, calledv : j # i}) 
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export proc setspeaking( j) = speakingq, calling,i := true,false 
0 proc set_calling( j) = 
ready_to_&li, callingq :=false, true; 
remoue( no-connection, i)); add( (connection, {i, j}) ) 
0 proc setno_connection( j) = 
calling,j,speakingij, called,, disconnectedi := jizlse,false,false, true; 
add( (no_connection, i) );phonej.set_disconnecting(i) 
0 proc set_disconnecting( j) = 
callingii, speakingi,j, called,,j, idlei :=false,false,false, true; 
add( (no_connection, i) ); remove( connection, {i, j}) ) 
0 proc check_called_for( j) = 
called, + calledg,speaking,i :=false, true; phonej.setspeaking(i) 
0 proc check_idle_for( j) = 
idlei + called,, idlei := true,false; 
remove( (no-connection, i));phonej.set_calling(i) 
import ( 0 j : j # i : phone,.setno_connection,phonej.check_idle_for) 
I([ ‘. ‘#‘. h J . J I . p onej.check_called_for,phonej.setspeaking) 
I([ ‘: ‘#‘. h J J 1 . p oneJ.set_calling,phonej.set_disconnecting) 
init idlei = true A disconnectedi = false A ready-to-call, = false A 
(‘dj : j # i : callingii = false A speakingii = false A called, = false A 
7(connection, {i, j})) A (no-connection, i) 
assign idlei --) skip 0 ready-to-call,, idle, := true,false 
0 disconnectedi 4 disconnectedi, idlei :=false, true 
0 ( 0 j : j # i : ready-to-call, + 
phone, .check_idle_for( i) 
0 readyto_call,, disconnectedi := false, true 
0 ready-to-c&i, idlei := false, true) 
0 ( 0 j : j # i : COlZnf?CtiOn~i,j~ 
0 (0 j:j#i:callingO 
--) skip 0 phonej.setno_connection(i)) 
4 skip 0 phone.i.check_called_for(i)) 
end { Phonei} 
Thus, we refine to a third specification, consisting of the properties of all the Phonei 
above together with the two invariantcM properties of the previous specification 
invarianteM connectionI,,i) = (callingq V speakingq V called,) in Phone 
invuriantcM no_connection = (idler V ready-to-calli V disconnectedi) in Phone 
Finally, we make the step to an ImpUNITY program and find the following programs 
Phonei for each phone, where we define Phone to be the union of the Phonei’s. 
We have two forms of communication between the programs Phonei: 
(i) Communication via the tuple space (statements add and remove work on the tuple 
space, one of the guards, connection{i,j), checks whether the tuple (connected, 
{i, j}) is present in the tuple space .y). 
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(ii) Synchronous communication in the form of procedure calls (Phonei calls a pro- 
cedure in Phonej which in turn calls a procedure in Phone;). 
All variables are local to Phonei, so there is no communication between the phones 
via shared variables. In the program we have used the convention that local(V), with 
I’ a set of variables, stands for the set {local(u) : v E V}. 
Procedure bodies can be arbitrary statements, and hence guards can appear in these 
bodies. Let Stat be a statement hat calls a procedure Proc. Then, if at the moment of 
the call of the procedure all the guards of the procedure body of Proc evaluate to false, 
then the execution of the whole statement will become equivalent to the execution of 
a skip statement. In Phonei we have two procedures with guards, check-called-for(j) 
and check_idle_for( j). 
Further refinements can be done using program refinement (for example using the 
transformation rules of the previous section). We give one example of a program 
refinement step, 
In Phonei the phones directly contact each other. In the program DPhonei we have 
made some initial transformations that aim at the introduction of a switchboard, that 
serves as an intermediate between phones. Initially, we transform each program Phone, 
so that a phone i, when initiating a call to phone j, announces this by placing a tuple 
(i, idle?, j) into th e 1 ocal tuple space K (i asks j: Are you idle?). When such a tuple 
is present and the callee j is willing to answer, the connection is made and the tuple 
removed. Furthermore, when phone i disconnects a call to j, the tuple (i,disconn,j) 
appears in the tuple space $. When this happens, the connection between i and j will 
be removed. 
Program DPhonei 
hide local(. . . as before.. .) U local(K) 
export . . . as before . 
0 proc setno_connection(j) = 
. _ . as before . . _ ; remove( i, called, j), ,s); remove( (i, disconn, j), z) 
0 proc check_called_fur( j) = 
called, A -(i, disconn, j) E 5 --) . . . as before . . 
import . .as before . . . 
init _ . as before . . . A 
(‘dj : j # i : -((i, idle?, j) E 5 V (i, disconn, j) E Z V (i, called, j) E Z)) 
assign ( 0 j : j # i : idlei A -(i, disconn, j) E s + 
skip 0 ready-to-calli, idlei := true,false) 
0 disconnectedi + disconnected,, idlei :=false, true 
0 (0 j : j # i : ready-to-calli A (Vk : k # i : (-(i, idle?, k) E 5)) + 
add( (i, idle?, j), Z) 
[I ready-to-calli, disconnectedi := false, true 
0 ready-to-calli, idlei := false, true) 
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0 ( 0 j : j # i : (i, idle?, j) E $ + 
remove( (i, idle?, j), 5); 
(phone,j.check_idle_for(i) 
0 ready-to-calli, disconnectedi := false, true 
0 ready-to-calli, idlei := false, true)) 
0 ( 0 j : j # i : connection{i,j} A l(i,disconn, j) E % + 
skip 0 add( (i, disconn, j), Z)) 
0 (0 j : j # i : (i,disconn, j) E ,K A -(i, called, j) E $ + 
remove( i, disconn, j), .Z);phonej.setno_connection(i)) 
0 (0 j:j#‘. II’ I ca mgii A -(i, called, j) E $ A -(i, disconn, j) E Z + 
skip 0 add( (i, called, j), .E)) 
0 (0 j:j#i: (‘, I 1ca led, j) E ~7 A -(i, disconn, j) E $ + 
remove( i, called, j), .~);phone,.check_called_for(i)) 
[I ( 0 j : j # i : (i, called, j) E CK A (i,disconn, j) E z + 
remoue( i, called, j), ,K)) 
end { DPhone,} 
We have that Phone; C DPhonei. The correctness of this refinement is shown ap- 
pealing to the rules to add and split statements and strengthen a guard presented in 
the previous section. We namely have that all the introduced tuples are declared lo- 
cal to the corresponding ImpUNITY program DPhonei. At initialization they are not 
present in the tuple space as can be seen from the initially-section. We have added 
four new statements into the assign-section. Each of these add in or remove from the 
tuple space 5 the relevant tuple. Hence, all the added statements are refinements of 
the skip-statement as required by Transformation 4. The effect of these transformations 
is the following: instead of establishing the contact between two phones in one atomic 
statement, this now takes place in two phases, where the willingness to initiate or par- 
ticipate in a phone call is first announced and thereafter the call itself is established or 
disconnected as before. Due to these two phases the guards of the original statements 
of Phone; are strengthened appealing to Transformation 8 so that no premature action 
takes place between the phases. The strengthened guards now check the presence of 
the relevant tuples in the tuple space .K. 
As the next step we utilize the union operator by decomposing the system into a 
switch board program SwitchBoard and n phone programs SPhonei. 
We come to the program 
6x(SPhonel 0 . I] SPhone, fl SwitchBoard) 
where 6~ is an operator which acts on programs and extends the hide-section of the 
program in the sense that it makes also the tuple spaces z local. The resulting program 
is a refinement of the original specification. Now the communication from a phone to 
the switch board is asynchronous via the tuple space, but the switch board always 
initiates synchronous communication with the caller and callee. 
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As a further refinement step we could replace the switch board with a set of switch 
boards each responsible for some set of phones. Thereafter this set of phones associated 
to a switch board could be made dynamic so that when a phone is idle, it can move 
from one switch board to some other. The next step is then to allow such a movement 
at any time. In this way we can develop a high level specification of a mobile phone 
system where the coordination among the switch boards is via a tuple space, but the 
communication from a switch board to some particular phone is synchronous using 
procedure calls as above. 
Program SwitchBoard 
import ( 0 i : phone,.setno_connection,phone,.check_idle_for) 
0 (0 i : phone,.check_called_for,phone,.set_speaking) 
I](O..h _ 11’ 1. p one,.setca wg,phone,.set_disconnecting) 
init (Vi : (no-connection, i)) A (‘di,j : j # i : -(connection, {i, j}) A 
-((i, idle?, j) E 5 V (i, d’ zsconn, j) E z V (i, culled, j) E $)) 
assign ( 0 i, j : j # i : (i, idle?, j) E 5 + 
remove( i, idle?, j), Z);phone,.check_idle_for(i); 
remove( no-connection, i)); add( (connection, {i, j})); 
phone,.set_calling( j); remove( no-connection, j))) 
0 (0 i,j: j#i: (’ d’ I, zsconn, j) E Z A -(i, called, j) E 5 --) 
remove( (i, disconn, j), Z);phonej.setno_connection(i); 
add( (no_connection, i)); remove( connection, {i, j})); 
phone,.set_disconnecting( j); add( (no-connection, j)); 
remove( (j, disconn, i), q)) 
0 (0 i, j : j # i : (i, called, j) E ~9 A 
l(i,disconn,j E z) A l(j,disconn,i) E 5 + 
remove( i, called, j), .~);phonej.check_called_for(i); 
phone,.set-speaking( j)) 
0 ( 0 j : j # i : (i, called, j) E 5 A (i, disconn, j) E 5 --+ 
remove( i, culled, j), *q)) 
end { SwitchBoard} 
Program SPhonei 
hide local({idlei, ready-to-calli, disconnected;}U 
(calling,i,speakingij, called0 : j # i}) 
export proc setspeaking( j) = speakingii, callingq := true,false 
0 proc set_calling( j) = ready-to-c&i, calling,j := false, true 
0 proc setno_connection( j) = 
callingO, speakingq, calledg, disconnectedi := false,false,false, true 
[ proc set_disconnecting( j) = 
callingV, speaking, j, calledi, j, idlei : = false, false, false, true 
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0 proc check_called_for( j) = calledq -+ called~,speaking,i :=false, true 
0 proc check_idle_jar( j) = idlei + called,, idlei := true,false 
init idlei = true A disconnectedi = false A ready_to_calli = false A 
(Vj : j # i : callingtj = false A speakingV = false A called, = false) 
assign ( 0 j : j # i : idlei A -(i, disconn, j) E Zi + 
skip 0 ready-to-calli, idlei := true, false) 
0 disconnectedi + disconnectedi, idlei :=false, true 
0 (0 j:j#i:ready_ to-calli A (bfk : k # i : (-(i, idle?, k) E 5)) + 
add( (i, idle?, j), CE) 
0 ready_to_calli, disconnectedi :=false, true 
0 ready-to-calli, idlet := false, true) 
0 (0 j : j # i : (i, idle?, j) E z + 
remove( (i, idle?, j), Cs); (ready_to_calli, disconnectedi :=false, true 
[I ready-to -calli, idlei := false, true)) 
[I (0 j : j # i : connection{,,j} A -(i, disconn, j) E Sfl + 
skip 0 add( (i, disconn, j), .E)) 
0 ( 0 j : j # i : calZingij ~~(i,called,j) ~~~~(i,disconn,j) l 5 + 
skip 0 add( (i, called, j), .T)) 
end { SPhonei} 
6. Conclusions 
We have shown that the ImpUNITY framework is suited to study coordination. Com- 
munication via a shared tuple space is a natural add to this formalism. In addition to 
this form of communication, the ImpUNITY framework has an associated logic and it 
gives (compositional) formal refinement notions for programs. Furthermore, the frame- 
work gives several possibilities to structure programs and state spaces (like procedures, 
and hiding of information). 
We have shown the practical applicability of the ImpUNITY framework by deriving 
a specification for a phone system. Our initial specification gave properties only on 
the visible tuple space. The final program of this paper was a union of all the com- 
ponent programs, SPhone,, together with a switch board program SwitchBoard. We 
included two forms of communication between ImpUNITY programs for this example, 
namely communication via the tuple space and communication via procedure calls. 
From a programming methodology viewpoint it might be better to use just one form 
of communication. 
In our recent research [ 131 we extend the ideas of this paper further by studying 
structuring mechanisms that explicitly impose coordination on top of a completely 
nondeterministic execution of actions. The coordination component is specified within 
the same framework as the computational part proving us with an unified framework 
for developing and reasoning about coordination and computation. 
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